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読むほどに引きこまれる しおたにまみこの絵童話 不思議なお話を3話収録 réimpression inchangée de l
édition originale de 1859 la maison d édition anatiposi publie des
livres historiques en réimpression en raison de leur âge ces livres
peuvent présenter des pages manquantes ou une qualité moindre notre
objectif est de préserver ces livres et de les rendre accessibles au
public afin qu ils ne se perdent pas excerpt from a dictionary of the
english language in which the words are deduced from their originals
explained in their different meanings and authorized by the names of
the writers in whose works they are found iii point of correctness the
editors consider themselves justified from the unremitting attenti on
bestowed upon the work to claim for it a preeminence over every
edition which has come within their notice in the course of the work
dif ferent editions of johnson 3 dictionary were often consulted and
that the derivations might be as correct as possible fre quent
recurrence was had to the most approved dictionaries of the foreign
languages in which the original words are found especially the greek
latin french and german about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works the
20 volume oed and the new version 3 0 cd rom makes exploring the
resources of the most authoritative dictionary of the english language
easy and complete the oxford english dictionary is the internationally
recognized authority on the evolution of the english language from
1150 to the present day the dictionary defines over 500 000 words and
traces their usage through 2 5 million illustrative quotations from a
wide range of literary and other sources it is an unsurpassed guide to
the meaning pronunciation and history of the english language this new
version of the oxford english dictionary second edition on cd rom thus
offers unparalleled access to the world s most important reference
work for the english language the text of this version has been
augmented with the inclusion of the oxford english dictionary
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additions series volumes 1 3 published in 1993 and 1997 the
bibliography to the second edition and other ancillary material new
features the powerful advanced search makes it possible to make use of
the full potential of the oed complex search expressions can be built
through the use of boolean operators case sensitive searching exact
character searching restricting searches to previous search results
searching in pronunciations and an extended range of wildcard options
a new installation option makes it possible to run the dictionary from
the hard disk the automatic look up feature enables fast access to oed
headwords from any microsoft office 97 or 2000 application this
feature can be used within the oed cd rom itself to look up words in
the definition or quotation text system requirements pc with minimum
200 mhz pentium class processor 32 mb ram 64 mb recommended 16 speed
cd rom drive 32 speed recommended windows 95 98 me nt 2000 or xp local
administrator rights are required to install and open the oed for the
first time on a pc running windows nt 4 and to install and run the oed
on windows 2000 and xp 1 1 gb hard disk space to run the oed from the
cd rom and 1 7 gb to install the cd rom to the hard disk svga monitor
800 x 600 pixels 16 bit 64k high color setting recommended 時代を映す最新の英語を
収録 15万5000の生きた用例を収録 使用頻度の高い上位3000語を赤で表示 20万7000の語とフレーズ 語義を収録 コロケーション22
万例を収録 誰にでもすぐに理解できる簡単明瞭な語義 検索に便利なサインポスト 案内標識 が充実 ロングマン基本語2000で語義を定義
excerpt from a french onondaga dictionary from a manuscript of the
seventeenth century a copy was carefully made under the supervision of
my kind friend the rev felix martin of the society of jesus who on his
return to canada submitted it to the oblate father antoine missionary
at the sault st louis this competent mohawk scholar on comparing it
with specimens of the various dialects at his mission and an analysis
of the five iroquois dialects pronounced it to be onondaga noting as
the most striking differences the substitution of la for the mohawk
and in the preterites of for the mohawk on about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a dictionary of the english language abridged from the
american dictionary for the use of primary schools and the counting
house as it is not possible to comprise all the derivative as well as
primitive words with all technical terms in a book so small as to
accommodate the common people of this country the more difficult and
uncommon technical words are omitted as are some of the participles of
verbs which are regu lar in their formation those which are irregular
or not of easy formation are inserted about the publisher forgotten
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books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works the
book begins with a review of research into dictionary use a number of
experimental design problems are discussed in particular the
unreliability of questionnaire responses and the need for detailed
accounts of individual dictionary consultations whilst sampling in
numbers sufficient to represent specified populations the experiments
reported in subsequent chapters investigate issues raised in the
review the first two studies find that dictionary use during a reading
comprehension test affected completion speed but not test scores the
apparent failure of dictionary use to improve comprehension is
attributed to the test itself the dictionaries and the users choice of
look up words the ability of users to interpret dictionary entries is
investigated in three further studies which use computers to gather
data on large numbers of individual consultations the findings
indicate that there is little difference between three major efl
dictionaries in terms of speed of consultation and overall productive
success they also indicate that malaysian esl subjects who have higher
vocabulary scores are slower in their reading and less successfull in
their interpretation of entries than portuguese efl subjects finally
the findings suggest that overall productive success is unaffected by
the presence or absence of examples the experimental findings lead to
the conclusion that dictionary consultation is a process in which
users match pre existing beliefs about word meaning and behaviour
against segments in the dictionary entry such segments are often
selected because they are familiar sounding and conceptually
accessible but may contain only incomplete or non essential
information where pre existing beliefs and dictionary information
conflict dictionary information is sometimes overridden thus word
knowledge acquired from a single consultation is often insufficient to
ensure productive success although it is probably inevitable that word
knowledge will be acquired slowly through multiple encounters
modifications to the dictionary entry and the training of users might
help to avoid serious misinterpretation of dictionary information
excerpt from a dictionary of the english language abridged from the
american dictionary he passed his boyhood like the sons of other
farmers in agricultural occupations during most of the year attending
a district school in the winter and spending the long evenings of that
season at the family fire side ia the study of those rudiments of an
english education which were then taught in common schools when
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fourteen years of age from that love of knowledge which was the ruling
passion of his life be commenced the study of the classics under the
instruction of the clergyman of the place the rev nathan perkins d d
and in 1774 was admitted a member of the freshman class in yale
college about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works a frequency dictionary of contemporary
american english is an invaluable tool for all learners of american
english providing a list of the 5 000 most frequently used words in
the language the dictionary is based on data from a 385 million word
corpus evenly balanced between spoken english unscripted conversation
from radio and tv shows fiction books short stories movie scripts more
than 100 popular magazines ten newspapers and 100 academic journals
for a total of nearly 150 000 texts all entries in the rank frequency
list also feature the top 20 30 collocates nearby words for that word
which provide valuable insight into the meaning and usage alphabetical
and part of speech indexes are provided for ease of use the dictionary
also contains 31 thematically organised and frequency ranked lists of
words on a variety of topics such as family sports and food new words
in the language differences between american and british english and
grammar topics like the most frequent phrasal verbs are also covered a
frequency dictionary of contemporary american english is an engaging
and efficient resource enabling students of all levels to get the most
out of their study of vocabulary it is also a rich resource for
language teaching research curriculum design and materials development
a cd version is available to purchase separately designed for use by
corpus and computational linguists it provides the full text in a
format that researchers can process and turn into suitable lists for
their own research work did you know that aardvark comes from the
south african for earth pig or that assassin actually comes from the
arabic for smoker of hashish this book explains why bungalow comes
from hindi and what exactly hello is short for it is an invaluable
guide to the fascinating origins of everyday words there are literally
tens of thousands of english words with entertaining and engaging
stories behind them tackling the topic in an anecdotal and yet
thorough manner fred sedgwick s pithy interesting upbeat and
approachable where words come from is the etymological dictionary for
everyone a book to inspire wonder debate and laughter in the penguin
reference series a book containing definitions and explanations of
abbreviations used in the english language it is compiled by the
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editor of penguin dictionary of proverbs this study by starnes and
noyes was immediately recognized as a unique and pioneering work of
scholarship and has long been the standard work on the emergence and
early flowering of english lexicography within the last 20 years we
have been witnessing a remarkable scholarly interest in the study of
dictionary making and the role played by dictionaries in the
transmission and preservation of knowledge and learning it is
therefore essential to have this classic work available again to all
students of linguistic history in its new edition the book has been
vastly enhanced by a lengthy and invaluable introduction by gabriele
stein professor of english linguistics in heidelberg and author of the
english dictionary before cawdrey 1985 in her introduction to the
present volume she sets out in scholarly detail the work that has
emerged since 1946 which makes this study of the english dictionary
from cawdrey to johnson as complete as the original authors themselves
would have wished this dictionary contains approximately 240 000 key
entries constituting the most extensive listing of vocabulary in the
areas of the humanities social sciences fine arts technical and
scientific vocabulary covering anthropology biology botany chemistry
geology medicine etc the extended scope of this dictionary is due to
the incorporation of russian key entries occurring in many russian
dictionaries and well known russian language books and entries which
the compiler has gathered over many years this dictionary also
contains a wealth of grammatical information and cross references
which is unmatched not only in the russian english dictionaries but in
the major russian dictionaries nouns adjectives and verbs are covered
extensively nouns the genitive case ending and gender of all nouns are
indicated wherever necessary the nominative singular is accompanied by
instances of other case endings in the singular and plural adjectives
adjectives are listed in the masculine nominative singular the short
predicative forms if any follow the masculine nominative singular the
feminine ending and neuter ending follow the masculine form ending
verbs the imperfective and perfective verbs are listed together with
the corresponding english translation all verbs are followed by first
and second person singular endings the first and second person
singular endings are followed by other endings if a verb is
irregularly conjugated only those imperatives are listed which may
cause difficulties for students and translators special care has been
given to masculine past tense forms past passive participles and past
adverbial participles shift of stress from a stressed syllable to the
preceding syllable has also been clearly detailed these examples
provide a succinct indication of the way in which a comprehensive
dictionary puts fuller grammatical information before the student or
translator when there are irregularities in the russian language it
will be an essential tool for students teachers professors libraries
translators and research institutes of the russian language this
dictionary covers a long awaited gap in the study of russian english
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and is invaluable old house dictionary from a one room cabin to a
beaux arts mansion here s a concise and easily understandable
architectural dictionaryfor professionals and amateurs alike more than
450 illustrations 1500 terms 750 definitions and 17 useful cross
references guideyou smoothly through the oftentimes confusing language
of americandomestic architecture who is this dictionary for architects
and architectural historians preservationists building trades
professionals interior designers high school and college students old
home owners and lovers a frequency dictionary of russian is an
invaluable tool for all learners of russian providing a list of the 5
000 most frequently used words in the language and the 300 most
frequent multiword constructions the dictionary is based on data from
a 150 million word internet corpus taken from more than 75 000
webpages and covering a range of text types from news and journalistic
articles research papers administrative texts and fiction all entries
in the rank frequency list feature the english equivalent a sample
sentence with english translation a part of speech indication
indication of stress for polysyllabic words and information on
inflection for irregular forms the dictionary also contains twenty six
thematically organised and frequency ranked lists of words on a
variety of topics such as food and drink travel and sports and leisure
a frequency dictionary of russian enables students of all levels to
get the most out of their study of vocabulary in an engaging and
efficient way it is also a rich resource for language teaching
research curriculum design and materials development a cd version is
available to purchase separately designed for use by corpus and
computational linguists it provides the full text in a format that
researchers can process and turn into suitable lists for their own
research purposes excerpt from a primary dictionary of the english
language the peculiar sound of the letter a which is indicated by this
mark a is never heard except when it precedes the let terr and it is
the sound which we constantly hear in the words care fair share
differing plainly from the long slender sound of a in fate pain about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works excerpt from a middle english dictionary
containing words used by english writers from the twelfth to the
fifteenth century in the published editions the work is entitled a
dictionary of the old english language but in revising it for a new
edition the author substituted middle english for old english in the
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title page he also indicated that in the body of the dictionary the
abbreviation a s about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a concise etymological dictionary of the english language
as i frequently allude to the ordinary vowel changes in the course of
the work i may note here those which are the most elementary and
common they ought to be learnt by heart at once about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a new pocket dictionary of the english and swedish
languages a adjective adjektiv ad adverb adverb c conjunction
kondunktion ell or eller f feminine gender feminin fig figuratively
figurligen i interjection interjektion jfr look for jemfor imp
imperfect m masculine gender m m and so forth i neuter about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works excerpt from a dictionary of the english
language the course which has been adopted is first the exclusion now
standing in todd s edition of jobmen which r analogy are english and
the introductionof which about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works this
work tells the story of the first european wordlists of minority and
unofficial languages and dialects from the end of the middle ages to
the early nineteenth century it explores not just the languages and
the wordlists themselves but also the lives of those who created them
and their motivations a comprehensive handbook that will give you
access to the meanings of thousands of different dreams organized from
a to z you can easily look up the meaning and symbolism of all your
dreams keep this book at your bedside so you can finally unlock the
secrets to your unconscious mind excerpt from a dictionary of
simplified spelling based on the publications of the united states
bureau of education and the rules of the american philological
association and the simplified spelling board president prof edward
capps princeton university vice presidents prof carl d buck university
of chicago and prof edward p morris yale university secretary and
treasurer prof frank c moore of columbia uni versity new york
initiation fee 85 annual dues 3 total membership 690 the association
was organized in 1869 its object is the advancement and dif about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works excerpt from a dictionary of english homonyms
pronouncing and explanatory it is moreover obvious that the
translation into french and italian of every english homonym as
contained in the text will prove of considerable help especially to
foreigners studying the english language about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a dictionary of english homonyms pronouncing and
explanatory this unassuming little work contains a collection of
english words very similar in sound but differently spelled and
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conveying different meanings which are generally known under the name
of homonyms collections of homonyms are certainly found in almost all
elementary english school books but they are generally too concise it
has therefore been thought necessary to give to the subject a fuller
development without omitting the introduction of a certain number of
words considered antiquated or obsolete but which are nevertheless
freely used in common speech in order to better enable students of the
english language to grapple with the difficulty presented by
homonymous words especially in writing under dictation it is moreover
obvious that the translation into french and italian of every english
homonym as contained in the text will prove of considerable help
especially to foreigners studying the english language about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works excerpt from a dictionary of general
knowledge or an explanation of words and things connected with all the
arts and sciences illustrated with numerous wood cuts this little
volume contains definitions of all terms of art and science with such
additional explanations in some cases as serve to illustrate something
more than the bare meaning of the word it is drawn up with special
regard to brevity in order to comprehend within a convenient space all
words on which the reader may wish for immediate information to the
juvenile and less informed class of readers a work of this kind cannot
fail to be acceptable particularly as it has been so liberally
supplied with illustrations by means of engravings although so small
in bulk yet this book will be found to contain a vast number of words
which are not to be met with in any other works whatever the
explanation of which is nevertheless highly necessary for those who
are not in the constant habit of hearing them used in ordinary
discourse of this description are the latin phrases now adopted into
our language as sine qua non ne plus ultra and the like the historical
essays on each science which have been expressly composed for this
dictionary serve to show the progress of the arts and sciences from
the earliest periods to the present about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
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replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a dictionary of the first or oldest words in the english
language from the semi saxon period of a d 1250 to 1300 consisting of
an alphabetical inventory of every word found in the printed english
literature of the 13th century the present publication may be
considered as the foundation stone of the historical and literary
portion of the philological society s proposed eng lish dictionary its
appearance in a separate form has been necessitated by the nature of
the scheme on which that work is being constructed about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a new pocket dictionary of the english and russian
languages toast 0 10013 11011116903313 11111163 1116160 30 3110 63i0
119006 33110 and butter 71 1111363 03 3160110113 about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
excerpt from a general pronouncing and explanatory dictionary of the
english language to which is added a vocabulary of scripture proper
names c since their time its etymology and orthography have been
established and its various shades of signification developed by the
dictionary of dr johnson about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works a
colourful and modern update of my first dictionary with 1000 words
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bright colour pictures and clear definitions that will help your child
perfect their as bs and cs in no time the perfect introduction for any
young child with big bright letters taking your child from a to z in
clear steps and a colourful alphabet header the dictionary of
inorganic compounds presents fundamental information on more than 42
000 of the most important and useful inorganic compounds each screened
for inclusion according to rigorous criteria with its combination of
numerical textual and bibliographic data you typically can find all
the information you need in this one publication organized according
to empirical name and indexed by name structural type and cas registry
number each entry includes compound name synonyms and physical
description cas registry number formula and formula weight structural
type with a diagram or description source or synthesis stability
solubility melting and boiling points sublimations conditions and
vapor pressure hazard toxicity spectroscopic information references
supplements to the main work available separately provide information
on newer compounds and revised data on compounds already listed
indexes in the second and subsequent supplements are cumulative
providing quick access to entries in all the supplements from a single
index excerpt from a dictionary of slang and colloquial english
abridged from the seven volume work entitled slang and its analogues a
dictionary of slang and colloquial english abridged from the seven
volume work entitled slang and its analogues was written by john
stephen farmer in 1912 this is a 541 page book containing 371776 words
search inside is enabled for this title about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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たまごのはなし
2021-02

読むほどに引きこまれる しおたにまみこの絵童話 不思議なお話を3話収録

French-Onondaga dictionary, from a manuscript
of the seventeenth century
2023-04-30

réimpression inchangée de l édition originale de 1859 la maison d
édition anatiposi publie des livres historiques en réimpression en
raison de leur âge ces livres peuvent présenter des pages manquantes
ou une qualité moindre notre objectif est de préserver ces livres et
de les rendre accessibles au public afin qu ils ne se perdent pas

The Repeal Dictionary
1845

excerpt from a dictionary of the english language in which the words
are deduced from their originals explained in their different meanings
and authorized by the names of the writers in whose works they are
found iii point of correctness the editors consider themselves
justified from the unremitting attenti on bestowed upon the work to
claim for it a preeminence over every edition which has come within
their notice in the course of the work dif ferent editions of johnson
3 dictionary were often consulted and that the derivations might be as
correct as possible fre quent recurrence was had to the most approved
dictionaries of the foreign languages in which the original words are
found especially the greek latin french and german about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Dictionary of the English Language
2018-08-16
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the 20 volume oed and the new version 3 0 cd rom makes exploring the
resources of the most authoritative dictionary of the english language
easy and complete the oxford english dictionary is the internationally
recognized authority on the evolution of the english language from
1150 to the present day the dictionary defines over 500 000 words and
traces their usage through 2 5 million illustrative quotations from a
wide range of literary and other sources it is an unsurpassed guide to
the meaning pronunciation and history of the english language this new
version of the oxford english dictionary second edition on cd rom thus
offers unparalleled access to the world s most important reference
work for the english language the text of this version has been
augmented with the inclusion of the oxford english dictionary
additions series volumes 1 3 published in 1993 and 1997 the
bibliography to the second edition and other ancillary material new
features the powerful advanced search makes it possible to make use of
the full potential of the oed complex search expressions can be built
through the use of boolean operators case sensitive searching exact
character searching restricting searches to previous search results
searching in pronunciations and an extended range of wildcard options
a new installation option makes it possible to run the dictionary from
the hard disk the automatic look up feature enables fast access to oed
headwords from any microsoft office 97 or 2000 application this
feature can be used within the oed cd rom itself to look up words in
the definition or quotation text system requirements pc with minimum
200 mhz pentium class processor 32 mb ram 64 mb recommended 16 speed
cd rom drive 32 speed recommended windows 95 98 me nt 2000 or xp local
administrator rights are required to install and open the oed for the
first time on a pc running windows nt 4 and to install and run the oed
on windows 2000 and xp 1 1 gb hard disk space to run the oed from the
cd rom and 1 7 gb to install the cd rom to the hard disk svga monitor
800 x 600 pixels 16 bit 64k high color setting recommended

The Oxford English Dictionary
2002-12-01

時代を映す最新の英語を収録 15万5000の生きた用例を収録 使用頻度の高い上位3000語を赤で表示 20万7000の語とフレーズ 語義を収
録 コロケーション22万例を収録 誰にでもすぐに理解できる簡単明瞭な語義 検索に便利なサインポスト 案内標識 が充実 ロングマン基本
語2000で語義を定義

ロングマン現代英英辞典
2005-12

excerpt from a french onondaga dictionary from a manuscript of the
seventeenth century a copy was carefully made under the supervision of
my kind friend the rev felix martin of the society of jesus who on his
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return to canada submitted it to the oblate father antoine missionary
at the sault st louis this competent mohawk scholar on comparing it
with specimens of the various dialects at his mission and an analysis
of the five iroquois dialects pronounced it to be onondaga noting as
the most striking differences the substitution of la for the mohawk
and in the preterites of for the mohawk on about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A French-Onondaga Dictionary
2018-09-27

excerpt from a dictionary of the english language abridged from the
american dictionary for the use of primary schools and the counting
house as it is not possible to comprise all the derivative as well as
primitive words with all technical terms in a book so small as to
accommodate the common people of this country the more difficult and
uncommon technical words are omitted as are some of the participles of
verbs which are regu lar in their formation those which are irregular
or not of easy formation are inserted about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Dictionary of the English Language
2017-10-20

the book begins with a review of research into dictionary use a number
of experimental design problems are discussed in particular the
unreliability of questionnaire responses and the need for detailed
accounts of individual dictionary consultations whilst sampling in
numbers sufficient to represent specified populations the experiments
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reported in subsequent chapters investigate issues raised in the
review the first two studies find that dictionary use during a reading
comprehension test affected completion speed but not test scores the
apparent failure of dictionary use to improve comprehension is
attributed to the test itself the dictionaries and the users choice of
look up words the ability of users to interpret dictionary entries is
investigated in three further studies which use computers to gather
data on large numbers of individual consultations the findings
indicate that there is little difference between three major efl
dictionaries in terms of speed of consultation and overall productive
success they also indicate that malaysian esl subjects who have higher
vocabulary scores are slower in their reading and less successfull in
their interpretation of entries than portuguese efl subjects finally
the findings suggest that overall productive success is unaffected by
the presence or absence of examples the experimental findings lead to
the conclusion that dictionary consultation is a process in which
users match pre existing beliefs about word meaning and behaviour
against segments in the dictionary entry such segments are often
selected because they are familiar sounding and conceptually
accessible but may contain only incomplete or non essential
information where pre existing beliefs and dictionary information
conflict dictionary information is sometimes overridden thus word
knowledge acquired from a single consultation is often insufficient to
ensure productive success although it is probably inevitable that word
knowledge will be acquired slowly through multiple encounters
modifications to the dictionary entry and the training of users might
help to avoid serious misinterpretation of dictionary information

The Use and Abuse of EFL Dictionaries
2000

excerpt from a dictionary of the english language abridged from the
american dictionary he passed his boyhood like the sons of other
farmers in agricultural occupations during most of the year attending
a district school in the winter and spending the long evenings of that
season at the family fire side ia the study of those rudiments of an
english education which were then taught in common schools when
fourteen years of age from that love of knowledge which was the ruling
passion of his life be commenced the study of the classics under the
instruction of the clergyman of the place the rev nathan perkins d d
and in 1774 was admitted a member of the freshman class in yale
college about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
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present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A philosophical dictionary, from the Fr. [by
J.G. Gurton].
1824

a frequency dictionary of contemporary american english is an
invaluable tool for all learners of american english providing a list
of the 5 000 most frequently used words in the language the dictionary
is based on data from a 385 million word corpus evenly balanced
between spoken english unscripted conversation from radio and tv shows
fiction books short stories movie scripts more than 100 popular
magazines ten newspapers and 100 academic journals for a total of
nearly 150 000 texts all entries in the rank frequency list also
feature the top 20 30 collocates nearby words for that word which
provide valuable insight into the meaning and usage alphabetical and
part of speech indexes are provided for ease of use the dictionary
also contains 31 thematically organised and frequency ranked lists of
words on a variety of topics such as family sports and food new words
in the language differences between american and british english and
grammar topics like the most frequent phrasal verbs are also covered a
frequency dictionary of contemporary american english is an engaging
and efficient resource enabling students of all levels to get the most
out of their study of vocabulary it is also a rich resource for
language teaching research curriculum design and materials development
a cd version is available to purchase separately designed for use by
corpus and computational linguists it provides the full text in a
format that researchers can process and turn into suitable lists for
their own research work

A Dictionary of the English Language
2018-04-28

did you know that aardvark comes from the south african for earth pig
or that assassin actually comes from the arabic for smoker of hashish
this book explains why bungalow comes from hindi and what exactly
hello is short for it is an invaluable guide to the fascinating
origins of everyday words there are literally tens of thousands of
english words with entertaining and engaging stories behind them
tackling the topic in an anecdotal and yet thorough manner fred
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sedgwick s pithy interesting upbeat and approachable where words come
from is the etymological dictionary for everyone a book to inspire
wonder debate and laughter

A Frequency Dictionary of Contemporary American
English
2010

in the penguin reference series a book containing definitions and
explanations of abbreviations used in the english language it is
compiled by the editor of penguin dictionary of proverbs

A French-Onondaga dictionary
1860

this study by starnes and noyes was immediately recognized as a unique
and pioneering work of scholarship and has long been the standard work
on the emergence and early flowering of english lexicography within
the last 20 years we have been witnessing a remarkable scholarly
interest in the study of dictionary making and the role played by
dictionaries in the transmission and preservation of knowledge and
learning it is therefore essential to have this classic work available
again to all students of linguistic history in its new edition the
book has been vastly enhanced by a lengthy and invaluable introduction
by gabriele stein professor of english linguistics in heidelberg and
author of the english dictionary before cawdrey 1985 in her
introduction to the present volume she sets out in scholarly detail
the work that has emerged since 1946 which makes this study of the
english dictionary from cawdrey to johnson as complete as the original
authors themselves would have wished

Where Words Come From
2009-05-10

this dictionary contains approximately 240 000 key entries
constituting the most extensive listing of vocabulary in the areas of
the humanities social sciences fine arts technical and scientific
vocabulary covering anthropology biology botany chemistry geology
medicine etc the extended scope of this dictionary is due to the
incorporation of russian key entries occurring in many russian
dictionaries and well known russian language books and entries which
the compiler has gathered over many years this dictionary also
contains a wealth of grammatical information and cross references
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which is unmatched not only in the russian english dictionaries but in
the major russian dictionaries nouns adjectives and verbs are covered
extensively nouns the genitive case ending and gender of all nouns are
indicated wherever necessary the nominative singular is accompanied by
instances of other case endings in the singular and plural adjectives
adjectives are listed in the masculine nominative singular the short
predicative forms if any follow the masculine nominative singular the
feminine ending and neuter ending follow the masculine form ending
verbs the imperfective and perfective verbs are listed together with
the corresponding english translation all verbs are followed by first
and second person singular endings the first and second person
singular endings are followed by other endings if a verb is
irregularly conjugated only those imperatives are listed which may
cause difficulties for students and translators special care has been
given to masculine past tense forms past passive participles and past
adverbial participles shift of stress from a stressed syllable to the
preceding syllable has also been clearly detailed these examples
provide a succinct indication of the way in which a comprehensive
dictionary puts fuller grammatical information before the student or
translator when there are irregularities in the russian language it
will be an essential tool for students teachers professors libraries
translators and research institutes of the russian language this
dictionary covers a long awaited gap in the study of russian english
and is invaluable

The New Penguin Dictionary of Abbreviations
2000

old house dictionary from a one room cabin to a beaux arts mansion
here s a concise and easily understandable architectural dictionaryfor
professionals and amateurs alike more than 450 illustrations 1500
terms 750 definitions and 17 useful cross references guideyou smoothly
through the oftentimes confusing language of americandomestic
architecture who is this dictionary for architects and architectural
historians preservationists building trades professionals interior
designers high school and college students old home owners and lovers

A Concise Dictionary of Middle English from A.
D
1888

a frequency dictionary of russian is an invaluable tool for all
learners of russian providing a list of the 5 000 most frequently used
words in the language and the 300 most frequent multiword
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constructions the dictionary is based on data from a 150 million word
internet corpus taken from more than 75 000 webpages and covering a
range of text types from news and journalistic articles research
papers administrative texts and fiction all entries in the rank
frequency list feature the english equivalent a sample sentence with
english translation a part of speech indication indication of stress
for polysyllabic words and information on inflection for irregular
forms the dictionary also contains twenty six thematically organised
and frequency ranked lists of words on a variety of topics such as
food and drink travel and sports and leisure a frequency dictionary of
russian enables students of all levels to get the most out of their
study of vocabulary in an engaging and efficient way it is also a rich
resource for language teaching research curriculum design and
materials development a cd version is available to purchase separately
designed for use by corpus and computational linguists it provides the
full text in a format that researchers can process and turn into
suitable lists for their own research purposes

The English Dictionary from Cawdrey to Johnson,
1604-1755
1991

excerpt from a primary dictionary of the english language the peculiar
sound of the letter a which is indicated by this mark a is never heard
except when it precedes the let terr and it is the sound which we
constantly hear in the words care fair share differing plainly from
the long slender sound of a in fate pain about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Elsevier's Russian-English dictionary
1990

excerpt from a middle english dictionary containing words used by
english writers from the twelfth to the fifteenth century in the
published editions the work is entitled a dictionary of the old
english language but in revising it for a new edition the author
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substituted middle english for old english in the title page he also
indicated that in the body of the dictionary the abbreviation a s
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A Dictionary of the Bhotanta Or Boutan
Language, Printed from a Manuscript Copy Made
by the Late Rev. Frederic Christian Gotthelf
Schroeter, Edited by J. Marshman
1826

excerpt from a concise etymological dictionary of the english language
as i frequently allude to the ordinary vowel changes in the course of
the work i may note here those which are the most elementary and
common they ought to be learnt by heart at once about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Old-House Dictionary
1995-07-19

excerpt from a new pocket dictionary of the english and swedish
languages a adjective adjektiv ad adverb adverb c conjunction
kondunktion ell or eller f feminine gender feminin fig figuratively
figurligen i interjection interjektion jfr look for jemfor imp
imperfect m masculine gender m m and so forth i neuter about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
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reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A Frequency Dictionary of Russian
2014-04-04

excerpt from a dictionary of the english language the course which has
been adopted is first the exclusion now standing in todd s edition of
jobmen which r analogy are english and the introductionof which about
the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A Primary Dictionary of the English Language
(Classic Reprint)
2016-08-16

this work tells the story of the first european wordlists of minority
and unofficial languages and dialects from the end of the middle ages
to the early nineteenth century it explores not just the languages and
the wordlists themselves but also the lives of those who created them
and their motivations

A comparative dictionary of the Bihārī language
1885

a comprehensive handbook that will give you access to the meanings of
thousands of different dreams organized from a to z you can easily
look up the meaning and symbolism of all your dreams keep this book at
your bedside so you can finally unlock the secrets to your unconscious
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mind

A Middle-English Dictionary
2018-11-11

excerpt from a dictionary of simplified spelling based on the
publications of the united states bureau of education and the rules of
the american philological association and the simplified spelling
board president prof edward capps princeton university vice presidents
prof carl d buck university of chicago and prof edward p morris yale
university secretary and treasurer prof frank c moore of columbia uni
versity new york initiation fee 85 annual dues 3 total membership 690
the association was organized in 1869 its object is the advancement
and dif about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A Concise Etymological Dictionary of the
English Language (Classic Reprint)
2018-07-28

excerpt from a dictionary of english homonyms pronouncing and
explanatory it is moreover obvious that the translation into french
and italian of every english homonym as contained in the text will
prove of considerable help especially to foreigners studying the
english language about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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A New Pocket-Dictionary of the English and
Swedish Languages (Classic Reprint)
2016-11-22

excerpt from a dictionary of english homonyms pronouncing and
explanatory this unassuming little work contains a collection of
english words very similar in sound but differently spelled and
conveying different meanings which are generally known under the name
of homonyms collections of homonyms are certainly found in almost all
elementary english school books but they are generally too concise it
has therefore been thought necessary to give to the subject a fuller
development without omitting the introduction of a certain number of
words considered antiquated or obsolete but which are nevertheless
freely used in common speech in order to better enable students of the
english language to grapple with the difficulty presented by
homonymous words especially in writing under dictation it is moreover
obvious that the translation into french and italian of every english
homonym as contained in the text will prove of considerable help
especially to foreigners studying the english language about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

A Dictionary of the English Language (Classic
Reprint)
2017-11-18

excerpt from a dictionary of general knowledge or an explanation of
words and things connected with all the arts and sciences illustrated
with numerous wood cuts this little volume contains definitions of all
terms of art and science with such additional explanations in some
cases as serve to illustrate something more than the bare meaning of
the word it is drawn up with special regard to brevity in order to
comprehend within a convenient space all words on which the reader may
wish for immediate information to the juvenile and less informed class
of readers a work of this kind cannot fail to be acceptable
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particularly as it has been so liberally supplied with illustrations
by means of engravings although so small in bulk yet this book will be
found to contain a vast number of words which are not to be met with
in any other works whatever the explanation of which is nevertheless
highly necessary for those who are not in the constant habit of
hearing them used in ordinary discourse of this description are the
latin phrases now adopted into our language as sine qua non ne plus
ultra and the like the historical essays on each science which have
been expressly composed for this dictionary serve to show the progress
of the arts and sciences from the earliest periods to the present
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present
in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state
of such historical works

Small Dictionaries and Curiosity
2017

excerpt from a dictionary of the first or oldest words in the english
language from the semi saxon period of a d 1250 to 1300 consisting of
an alphabetical inventory of every word found in the printed english
literature of the 13th century the present publication may be
considered as the foundation stone of the historical and literary
portion of the philological society s proposed eng lish dictionary its
appearance in a separate form has been necessitated by the nature of
the scheme on which that work is being constructed about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

The Dream Dictionary
2023-09-19
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excerpt from a new pocket dictionary of the english and russian
languages toast 0 10013 11011116903313 11111163 1116160 30 3110 63i0
119006 33110 and butter 71 1111363 03 3160110113 about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing
page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain
are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Philosophical Dictionary
1824

excerpt from a general pronouncing and explanatory dictionary of the
english language to which is added a vocabulary of scripture proper
names c since their time its etymology and orthography have been
established and its various shades of signification developed by the
dictionary of dr johnson about the publisher forgotten books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Dictionary of Simplified Spelling
2017-11-12

a colourful and modern update of my first dictionary with 1000 words
bright colour pictures and clear definitions that will help your child
perfect their as bs and cs in no time the perfect introduction for any
young child with big bright letters taking your child from a to z in
clear steps and a colourful alphabet header

A Dictionary of English Homonyms
2017-10-21

the dictionary of inorganic compounds presents fundamental information
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on more than 42 000 of the most important and useful inorganic
compounds each screened for inclusion according to rigorous criteria
with its combination of numerical textual and bibliographic data you
typically can find all the information you need in this one
publication organized according to empirical name and indexed by name
structural type and cas registry number each entry includes compound
name synonyms and physical description cas registry number formula and
formula weight structural type with a diagram or description source or
synthesis stability solubility melting and boiling points sublimations
conditions and vapor pressure hazard toxicity spectroscopic
information references supplements to the main work available
separately provide information on newer compounds and revised data on
compounds already listed indexes in the second and subsequent
supplements are cumulative providing quick access to entries in all
the supplements from a single index

A Dictionary of English Homonyms
2015-06-27

excerpt from a dictionary of slang and colloquial english abridged
from the seven volume work entitled slang and its analogues a
dictionary of slang and colloquial english abridged from the seven
volume work entitled slang and its analogues was written by john
stephen farmer in 1912 this is a 541 page book containing 371776 words
search inside is enabled for this title about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Dictionary of General Knowledge
2015-06-28

A Dictionary of the First, Or Oldest Words in
the English Language, From the Semi-Saxon
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Period of A. D. 1250 to 1300
2017-07-19

A New Pocket-Dictionary of the English and
Russian Languages (Classic Reprint)
2017-12-26

A General Pronouncing and Explanatory
Dictionary of the English Language
2018-03-19

My First Dictionary
2012

Dictionary of Inorganic Compounds
1992-07-23

A Dictionary of Slang and Colloquial English
2015-07-04
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